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Seventh grader Graeme Frost reads a statement as his family and others, including Govenor Martin O’Malley, look on.

Frosts take national stand
by Postscript staff

Tragedy struck the Frost family almost three years ago when
Bonnie Frost hit a patch of black
ice on her way to Park and spun
out of control. Critically injured,
two of the Frost’s four children
were rushed to Sinai Hospital.
Graeme and Gemma Frost
stayed in the hospital for months,
running up a huge bill; and if
a government-funded insur-

ance program had not covered
their costs, the Frosts would
have had to sell their home.
The State Children’s Health
Insurance Program, S-CHIP, provides coverage for families that
make too much money to qualify for Medicaid, but not enough
to pay for their own insurance.
S-CHIP currently covers over
6 million children, and Congress
is trying to expand the program to
insure 10 million children. The

bill passed, but was subsequently vetoed by President Bush.
Before the veto, several members of the Frost family arrived
on Capitol Hill to attend the
bill signing. Vincent DeMarco,
head of the Maryland Health
Initiative and Park parent, had
recommended the Frosts as
people who could speak out
for the insurance program.
Graeme, who has now recovered enough to return to Park,

met with Speaker of the House
Nancy Pelosi, and Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid. On
September 29, Graeme gave the
official Democratic response to
the President’s Saturday radio
address. At 12 years old, he was
the youngest citizen ever to do so.
This kind of recognition lead
to national coverage by the media: major newspapers printed
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McKibben brings new ideas to Green issues
by Scotty Shuldiner ‘09
Writer and environmental
activist, Bill McKibben, visits November 7, as this year’s
Weinberg Resident Journalist. McKibben, who frequently
writes about global warming,
alternative energy, and genetic engineering, will deliver a
speech entitled “Global Warming and Human Community”

in assembly, and will then conduct two seminars in which
he will discuss sustainable
living and Aldo Leopold’s
influential book on conservation, A Sand County Almanac.
Although McKibben has
been on the resident journalist wish list for several years,
he finally agreed to come to
Park after receiving an e-mail
from English teacher and old

acquaintance,
Kirk
Wulf.
Wulf, who was first inspired
to contact McKibben after seeing a picture “of forlorn polar
bears teetering on the tip of
a melting fragment of an ice
berg,” has known him for eight
years. Wulf and McKibben met
while living in Watertown, Massachusetts, where their daughters attended the Atrium School
together. “I like how Bill com-

Environmental activist Bill Mckibben, this year’s Weinberg Resident Journalist, addresses
the Upper School tomorrow.

municates the moral urgency
of our ecological mess without
seeming defensive or preachy,”
said Wulf. “I also like his practical sense of how to get things
done… he relates environmentalism to basic patterns of life
in ways that I can understand.”
McKibben won’t be a stranger to history teacher, Daniel Jacoby, who recently heard him
speak at the Green Conference
in Washington D.C. “McKibben
was an excellent speaker with a
sense of humor,” said Jacoby.
“He talked about activism, and
the importance of putting pressure on legislatures for change.”
Jacoby advises the CCCP
committee at Park, which recently measured the carbon
emissions of the school at 2,097
metric tons for the 2005-06
year. “I hope that McKibben
will underscore the fact that our
emissions are a problem and
that there are inexpensive ways
to reduce them,” said Jacoby.
McKibben has been writing
books for 20 years on topics
ranging from global warming
to local communities to genetic
engineering to family. McKibben’s bestseller, Enough, was a
summer reading list offering led

by Science teacher Jeff Jennings.
Some of his other works include
The End of Nature, Deep Economy, Wandering Home, and his
most recent, hands-on guidebook to stopping climate change,
Fight Global Warming Now.
McKibben is also a frequent
contributor to such magazines
as The New York Times, The
Atlantic Monthly, Harper’s,
Rolling Stone, and Outside.
He is the recipient of several
awards including the Lannan
Prize for nonfiction writing
in 2000, and the Guggenheim
and Lyndhurst Fellowships.
In summer 2006, McKibben helped organize the largest demonstration for climate
change in American history, a
five-day walk across Vermont
to demand action on global
warming. In Janruary 2007,
McKibben founded www.stepitup07.org to organize over
1,400 global warming demonstrations in local communities
across the country. At these
demonstrations, which will take
place across all 50 states, activists will demand that Congress
enact curbs on carbon emissions
that will cut global warming
pollution 80 percent by 2050.
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Editorial
Going Green has brought
us together

The bringing together of the Park School Community has been the goal of the student
governments over the past few years. When we were freshmen there was the infamous
Gender Week, an out-of-the-box idea aimed at getting us to appreciate our co-education.
Then there was Kyle Tarver and Operation 66, a Harry Potter inspired competition that
would award teams who had members that attended games, plays and other activities.
And finally last year we had two of the four promised field days. All of these initiatives
were somewhat successful in their goal to bring the school together, but none of them had
lasting affects. Coincidentally, our current government has not mentioned any such visionary plans, but the school has come together and rallied around one issue: going Green.
Not only have we had to sit through countless environmental assemblies together,
but much of the Upper School is energized and excited about the process of becoming a
Green school. We have students heading clubs and groups, students taking active roles
in arguing for change, and students participating in whatever the aforementioned groups
had decided to do. People, in general, have responded well to our push for sustainability. A large percentage of the school decided to suffer together through colder winters
and warmer summers in hopes to lessen our carbon dioxide emissions. We are all in
this together; we’re all trying to do our own part; and, arguably most important, we’re
becoming a closer knit community in the face of our generation’s most pressing issue.
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Cartoon by Julia Verdery-Weimer ‘08

Head Search is no
laughing matter
The search for the new Head of School is not something
that should be taken lightly. Sure, much if not all of the
power is in the hands of more authoritative figures: the
Board of Trustees, the faculty, etc. However, this does not
mean that you, the students, should not get involved in the
search in whatever capacity you feel necessary. There are
those who have served on the search support committee as
representatives from the Lower, Middle and Upper Schools,
but each person, whether or not you have served on the
committee, can make your own suggestions. Ask a question
you feel is important, talk about it with your classmates,
and email your opinions to headsearch@parkschool.net.
Unfortunately for us, we won’t be here next year.
For those of you who are underclassmen or faculty,
who plan to be here for a while, please please please
voice your opinion one way or another. If you decide
to blow away this opportunity to affect the future of
this fine institution, you could be the person who gets
the undeserved pay cut or can’t park on campus anymore because of a new rule employed by the new Head.
This time is a once in a decade experience and it should
be taken seriously. Listen to the candidates, ask questions of
them, form your opinion, and voice your belief to the committee so they can take Park in the direction you want it to go.
We wish we were going to be around to witness
the coming of the new Head of School, but since we
can’t, we hope to see Park taken over by someone
we approve of. Park has given us so much over the
last 14 years and it means so much to us that we hope
the new Head doesn’t take it in the wrong direction.

Email your opinion to
headsearch@parkschool.net
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Head search nears conclusion
Finalists to visit campus over next two weeks
by Jeremy Golden ‘08
At a place that thrives on
conversation, the arrival of three
finalists for permanent Head
of School is not an unwelcome
addition to a busy fall schedule.
The search for a permanent
Head of School began after
David Jackson announced his
resignation last fall. By spring
2007, the search committee
which is led by Public Federal Defender for the District
of Maryland and Park parent
Jim Wyda, settled on a temporary head for the current school
year. Michael Eanes, who has
served as interim at three other
schools including St. Paul’s
School for Girls, has been at
the helm since July. In addition
to his duties maintaining the
status quo, Eanes will be instrumental in the transition phase
next spring, after the permanent
head accepts the School’s offer.
The search committee is
looking for a visionary educator who can lead Park School
into its second century. Wyda

says he’s “confident that we
have met our next great head of
school amongst our candidates.”
The search committee received help from various groups
affiliated with Park. Students,
parents, faculty, staff, and alumni provided Wyda and the search
committee feedback for each of
the six semi-finalists who visited
s beginning September 28. According to Wyda, the support
groups did excellent work, and
“every one of our candidates has
left the school even more excited

about our school and the opportunity to be our next leader.”
The student committee is led
by Anthony Kinslow ’08 and
is comprised of two students
from grades six through 12, plus
four from the fifth grade. The
students asked each candidate
four pre-determined questions
about their personal philosophy,
personality, beliefs and other
aspects of their resume. They
then went into a “free-for-all”
period where the students asked
the candidates whatever they

wanted for 15 minutes.
Although students met with
and interviewed each candidate,
they played no formal part in
selecting which one will become
the new headmaster. “We can relay information back to the other
committees, but not much more
than that,” said Mica Fidler ’08.
Wyda has great expectations for the new head of
school, and notes that the search
will conclude “with the appointment of an exceptional
leader.” The search committee

has chosen three finalists, each
of whom will address the upper
school at special assemblies.
Autumn Adkins, Assistant
Principal of Friends Seminary
in New York, spoke Nov. 2.
Charlie Abelmann, currently
with the World Bank, will address the Upper School Nov. 8;
and Dan Paradis, Upper School
Head of the Potomac School in
McLean, VA. will speak November 12. According to Wyda,
“The final candidate will be
chosen at the end of November.”

How much does a Head of School earn in Baltimore?
When the Trustees get ready to hire a permanent head of school, what kind of salary will they offer?

Heads of Schools in Washington,
D.C. earn as much as $300,000

David Jackson made over $250,000
in salary and benefits in 2005, his
10th year at Park

Baltimore counterparts hovered closer
to the $200,000 mark.

Trustees will offer salary and benefits
based on a number of factors

Paintball incident leaves no lasting mark French
Challenge course incident leads to near arrests
by Eva Zenilman ‘09
Has playing paintball on the
challenge course ever crossed
your mind? On Wednesday,
October 3, during a team picture in front of the Athletic
Center, members of the Boys’
Varsity Soccer team noticed
some unusual activity. “We saw
some police officers go into the
woods,” said Noah Smith ’09.
Alerted by another observer,
one of the school’s off-duty
police officers and Jim Howard,
Director of Appalachian Challenge, went to the challenge
course in the woods and caught
two people with paintball gear.
Paintball is not a crime, but
Howard and the officer escorted

two 18-year-old boys to Ridge
Diven’s office where they wrote
out a police report. Park is not
charging the boys, but has warned
them about using the campus.
Although no real damage was done, the two boys
have agreed to scrub the paint
leftover from their game if it
does not wash off with rain.
According to Director of
Safety and Security Bob Peck,
the boys thought that Park’s
challenge course seemed like a
safe place to play paintball due
to its seclusion in a wooded area.
“They may not have even known
that they were on Park School
property and didn’t mean any
harm to the school,” said Peck.
There are no written rules

concerning paintball on Park
School’s campus. Bob Peck,
who is also a retired police
officer, believes in common
sense and doesn’t want to
make rules for everything.
When Peck started working
at Park School in 1992, he was
still a practicing police officer
and therefore worked part-time
organizing security for events at
Park. He brought in off-duty or
retired police officers to those
events, in addition to scheduling them for other things.
Park School faculty used to
have after-school supervision,
which grew to be very time-consuming. Peck then hired retired
or off-duty police officers, out
of uniform, to walk around the

Park campus from around 4 to
10 P.M to take over from faculty.
That officer is different from the
uniformed police officer directing traffic when school lets out.
The officer out of uniform who
is here in the late afternoon and
night supervises the campus and
is available to solve problems,
such as the paintball incident.
Peck, who retired as a police officer in 2004 and started
working with Park Camps,
became the Director of Safety and Security this year.
He says he wants the school
to be an inviting place but stresses that security needs to be
the priority. “Park is an open
campus, but people must follow our rules and policies.”

cartoon by Emmett Ingram ‘08

group
visits
classes
by Eva Zenilman ‘09
On October 24, eight students arrived from France
to visit Park and to tour the
Baltimore/Washington area.
They came from the Institut
de La Tour school in Paris,
where a group of Park students
traveled on an exchange last
spring. The French students
stayed with the Park student
whom they hosted last year
in France. This was Park’s
fourth exchange with the Institut de La Tour, as their English
teacher, Liana Fruchtman-Colas is a 1985 Park graduate.
In Baltimore, the exchange
students had the opportunity
to spend two days attending
Park classes with their hosts.
In addition, Christine Tillman,
John Roemer, and Kevin Coll
arranged extra classes for them.
When they were not attending classes, they were either
spending time with their host
students and families or visiting the sights in Baltimore and
Washington D.C., such as Fort
McHenry, the Capitol, and
several museums. The group
left Friday, November 2, after
spending nine days in Baltimore.
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New committee takes active role pushing
school towards more sustainable future
by Mariama Eversley ‘10
Going green has recently become a widespread topic, ranging
from lowering the temperature
two degrees to planting trees
around the pond. But what major
changes is Park going to make,
and who is going to make them?
The sustainability committee, established this year,
will address these issues
and push for more change to
make Park a greener school.
Upper School Principal Mike
McGill hatched the idea of a
sustainability committee after
attending a sustainability conference at Lawrenceville School,
a green school in New Jersey.
McGill noticed that the school
had a sustainability coordinator
as well as a sustainability committee, two components essential
for making changes to become an
environmentally-friendly school.
Park’s sustainability committee includes executive members
such as Michael Eanes, the interim Head of School, trustees,
and Joan Webber, the Director
of Finance and Operations. The
committee will also have three
student and faculty representatives from the Upper School,
two faculty members from the
middle school, and another
two from lower school. Claire
Ellwanger ‘08, David Roswell
‘09, and Matan Zeimer ‘10
are the Upper School’s student
representatives; faculty representatives are Jeff Jennings,
Dorrie Bright, and Daniel Jacoby.
The sustainability committee
differs from the global warming M-block group, CCCP. The
CCCP was comprised mostly
of students and found it hard
to make major changes without the support of faculty.
Rather than trying to make a
difference with a leading teacher
and students, the sustainability committee will take the
substantial steps required for
Park to become a green school.
O n We d n e s d a y, O c tober 17, the group met for
the first time and discussed
goals, and projects that can

be accomplished this year.
According to McGill, there
are two aspects of being a
green school that need to be
fulfilled at Park. The first is
teaching and infusing the curriculum with environmental
material, and living sustainably.
“Students need to be stewards
of the planet,” said McGill.
The other is taking action.
The ultimate goal for Park is
to abandon the use of coalbased power and switch
to alternate forms of energy
such as wind and solar power.
In the meantime, there are
a few things going on at Park
School to make a difference.
Solar panels have been installed
on a Lower School building.
Additionally, swales, which
are like gutters, will be dug at
the bottom of the parking lot to
help eliminate pollution affecting the stream. The parking lot
is purposely slanted so rainwater won’t collect in it, but this
allows rainwater to drag down
pollution from the parking lot
into the stream. A swale would
collect and filter this water, then
direct it back to the stream.
Drivers will be encouraged
to limit transportation. Parking privileges may be given
to those who carpool, or perhaps juniors will be unable
to drive unless they carpool.
Motion sensors could be installed so lights in the building
will only be on when necessary,
and LED light bulbs could be
put into exit signs. LED lights
save energy because they last
longer and the light is more
directed, creating less waste.
According to the Nashville
Business Journal, the city of
Pittsburgh is expected to save
$325,000 a year by installing
LED lights in their traffic lights.
“[We should be] the cutting
edge green school that everyone
looks to,” said McGill about
what Park could be in 10 years.
“We wouldn’t have to talk about
being sustainable because we
are; there would be no sustainability groups because we are.”

Committed to acting now!
With the next meeting of the new all-school sustainability committee set for November 14, what are its
members doing now?
--Writing a mission statement and goals.
--Working with the student senate to organize recycling.
--Contacting the county about pick-up of recycled
goods, and exploring purchase of recycling bins and a
dumpster for campus.
--Investigating Green School certification.
--Checking on procurement of green cleaning products,
and recycled paper for bathrooms and printing.

photo by B. Levin ‘08

Although solar panels appeared this summer on part of the Lower School and therefore predated the new sustainability committee, the panels themselves are a significant part of a
long-range plan which includes switching to alternate forms of energy.

School benefits from solar energy donation
by Andrew Barry ‘11
In its efforts to become greener, the school has begun using
renewable energy on campus.
Solar panels were installed on
the roof of the school in August,
allowing Park to both reduce its
carbon footprint and save money.
Installation of the panels is a
result of a partnership between
the school and Bob Roswell, a
parent at Park. Park allowed
Roswell to use roof space, and
Roswell provided the solar panels, dealt with installation, and
will take care of maintenance.
As a business venture, Roswell
sells the clean energy to Park at
a discounted price, 10% below
the cost of electricity Park can
buy from power companies.
Roswell undertook the proj-

ect because he believes that,
“somebody has to be an early
adopter to get the industry going.” He settled on Park as a
good location since he expects
the panels to last 30 years, and
could not reasonably expect to
be leasing the same commercial
building for his company for so
long. “And,” he said, “there are
too many trees where I live.”
The 192 solar panels began
operating on September 24 and
provide about 5% of the school’s
energy needs. Purchased from
BP Solar, the panels were manufactured in Maryland at the
company’s Frederick plant and
are warranted for 25 years.
By using energy that is not
generated from fossil fuels, Park
is helping to reduce greenhouse

gasses and hinder global warming. Compared to conventional
sources of energy, the use of the
solar energy has cut down on
over 12,000 pounds of carbon
dioxide since installation of the
panels through the beginning of
November. Alternative energy
at Park has generated more than
5,700 kilowatt hours of clean
energy during the same time period--enough to power 177 homes
for a day, run a TV for 36,571
hours, or light a 100-watt bulb
for more than 6 years.
Real-time information about
the solar panels and their energy
output, including graphs and
statistics, is available at http://
view2.fatspaniel.net/PV2Web/
merge?view=PV/detailDC/
HostedAdmin&eid=66432

Student group sponsors training
aimed at friendly intervention
by Postscript staff
Alcohol and other drugs as
a topic of concern did not disappear with the disbandment
of the Nondisciplinary Assistance Group, or NAG. While
NAG, which comprised faculty
only, did not inspire confidence
in students as a safe way to
help friends with alcohol, drug
or health problems, the need
for a better group continued.
Taking its place is a combined student-faculty group, the
Committee for Student Support
(CSS), which focuses on getting
students to care for each other.
One idea which surfaced
from CSS, which began last
year, was a decision that students and faculty could benefit
from training. “For students,

we thought there should be
training for how to deal with a
friend who has problems ,” said
group member Liana Brown
‘08. “We also wanted training
for teachers to show them how
to deal with students who either
have their own problem or who
have friends who need help.”
The first stab at this initiative took place over a four
day period from October 8 to
11. Two members of Freedom
from Chemical Dependency,
a nonprofit organization thatis
dedicated to substance abuse
prevention, ran two one-hour
sessions for groups while regular classes were in session. The
school has been working with
FCD for several years, Freshmen and sophomores attended
Monday and Tuesday; Juniors

and Seniors attended Wednesday
and Thursday; and FCD met
faculty after school the last day.
Brown said that CSS chose
FCD since it had conducted
a survey for the school last
spring. “It was natural for them
to be the group to come in and
help us since we were already
working with them,” she said.
The training was “pretty successful,” said Brown. “Some
things weren’t successful within
individual groups depending on
the temperament of the trainer
and the group, but we couldn’t expect everything to go perfectly.”
CSS is now thinking about
how to create future interactions
on the topic--perhaps with assemblies--as a way to present their
ideas, many of which they’ve
been considering for months.
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Park family in middle of national debate
Frost continued from p. 1
pictures of the family when the
bill passed, and the Frosts also
fielded calls from Fox, CNN,
ABC, NBC, The London Times,
Court TV, and NPR. But the story didn’t end with Bush’s veto.
Right-wing bloggers all
across the country went into a
frenzy, posting false information
about the Frosts. “It’s an underground mushroom cloud,” said
Graeme’s father Halsey. “You
see some in the paper, but that
is the very tip of the iceberg.”
Bloggers and others attacked
the Frosts saying that taxpayers shouldn’t have to pay for
a middle class family’s health
insurance. They also uncovered
facts about the Frost family’s
financial history. One blogger
went so far as to visit the Frosts’
workplaces and inquire about
them and their financial situation.
High on the list of offenses noted by bloggers
was the fact that some of the
Frost children attend Park.
Halsey Frost responded by
saying that, “it is not easy to pay
for health insurance. Before my
company, Frost Inc., folded, it
was providing health insurance

photo courtesy Matthew Celentano

Delegate Peter Hammen, chairman of the Health and
Goverment Operations Committee, poses with the Frost
children on the steps of the Maryland State Capitol.

for my family. But with ups and
downs, it’s not always possible
to pay for health insurance.”
Newspaper columnists, including Paul Krugman for the

Facts about S-CHIP

New York Times, and Jean Marbella, for The Baltimore Sun,
expressed outrage over the attacks on Graeme and his family.
Many Park faculty are also

incensed by blogger and conservative media attacks on
the Frost family, and specifically those made at Graeme.
“Of course it was awful,”
said Upper School teacher John
Roemer who runs a class on Civil Liberties. “To beat up on a kid;
to try to destroy a health care
program helping us stay within
reach of other industrialized
nations is incomprehensible.”
“The Bush administration
gave how many billions of dollars to contractors in Katrina
before they supplied any housing?” Roemer continued. “The
Bush administration subsidizes
supermarkets and the tobacco
industry, but they can’t afford
to provide health care to kids?”
Roemer also urged any voters in Rep. Roscoe Bartlett’s
Western Maryland district to
call or send an e-mail asking
him to vote to pass this health
care expansion. Bartlett was the
only member of the Maryland
Congressional Delegation to
vote against the S-CHIP bill
and to support Bush’s veto.
Experts believe that the President vetoed the bill early last
month because of pressure from
the tobacco industry, which was

Contact
information for
Rep. Bartlett
Phone
202-225-2721

E-mail
go to http://www.bartlett.
house.gov/Email_Roscoe/

upset that a 61 cent increase
was proposed to pay for the
bill’s expansion. The President
also argued that this bill would
increase the number of people
reliant on government support.
“The bill really makes
sense,” said DeMarco, “because if someone goes to the
emergency room and doesn’t
have health insurance they are
going to be treated anyway, and
we all pay for that with higher
insurance premiums. It is better for all of us if everyone is
covered by health insurance.”

Complete text of Graeme Frost’s radio address

S-CHIP was started in 1997 by a Republican
Congress and President Bill Clinton

Graeme Frost delivered the Democratic response to President Bush’s radio address
September 29, 2007. Senate Majority leader Harry Reid, who was responsible for the
address that week, invited Graeme to speak, making him the youngest citizen to do so.

There are currently 6 million kids on S-CHIP

Hi, my name is Graeme Frost. I’m
12 years old and I live in Baltimore,
Maryland. Most kids my age probably
haven’t heard of CHIP, the Children’s
Health Insurance Program. But I
know all about it, because if it weren’t
for CHIP, I might not be here today.
CHIP is a law the government
made to help families like mine afford
healthcare for their kids. Three years
ago, my family was in a really bad car
accident. My younger sister Gemma
and I were both hurt. I was in a coma
for a week and couldn’t eat or stand
up or even talk at first. My sister was
even worse. I was in the hospital for
five-and-a-half months and I needed
a big surgery. For a long time after
that, I had to go to physical therapy
after school to get stronger. But even
though I was hurt badly, I was really lucky. My sister and I both were.
My parents work really hard and
always make sure my sister and I have
everything we need, but the hospital
bills were huge. We got the help we
needed because we had health insur-

The proposed increase would put 4 million
more kids on S-CHIP
Funding would come from an increase in the
National cigarette tax of $.61

Zeke Frost responds
Freshman Zeke Frost, Grame and Gemma’s older brother,
comments on the furor that resulted from conservative blogger
attacks on his family.
I never expected to be writing
this article, this wasn’t really
supposed to be a big deal.
It was just supposed to
be my brother responding to Bush’s weekly
radio address, about
the S-CHIP bill,
which was pretty
cool because he was
the first kid in history to do it.
But then, news
stations became
interested in the
issue, and we had people at
our house every day so they
could interview Graeme and
my parents. This went on for

about a week, and then bloggers
started putting together pieces
of facts, and creating things
that weren’t true, and saying we were ripping off
the government. That
then led to my parents
getting hate mail from
some of these people, and news stations
were interviewing
us about our opinions on the things
the bloggers have
said. Eventually
everything started to die down.
A few people came to our house
to film part of a documentary, but that was it after that.

ance for us through the CHIP program.
But there are millions of kids out
there who don’t have CHIP, and they
wouldn’t get the care that my sister
and I did if they got hurt. Their parents might have to sell their cars or
their houses, or they might not be
able to pay for hospital bills at all.
Now I’m back to school. One of my
vocal chords is paralyzed so I don’t
talk the same way I used to. And I can’t
walk or run as fast as I did. The doctors
say I can’t play football any more, but
I might still be able to be a coach. I’m
just happy to be back with my friends.
I don’t know why President Bush
wants to stop kids who really need
help from getting CHIP. All I know is
I have some really good doctors. They
took great care of me when I was sick,
and I’m glad I could see them because
of the Children’s Health Program.
I just hope the President will listen
to my story and help other kids to be as
lucky as me. This is Graeme Frost, and
this has been the Weekly Democratic
Radio address. Thanks for listening.
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Commentary
Abusing our freedom or exercising it?
Notorious Holocaust denier speaks at Columbia University
by Ken Greller ‘10

A

s has already become,
rather widely, publicized, on September
24, Iranian President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad visited and spoke
at Columbia University. Yes, the
very same man who brought you
such howlers as “The holocaust
didn’t happen” not only came
but also had the audacity to
speak at one of this nation’s most
prestigious universities. Not only
a prestigious university, but one
in New York, to boot. What’s
wrong with us? Didn’t we promise we wouldn’t let terrorists
anywhere near the big apple
anymore, so long as we live?
Love him or hate him, the
loveable goofball of the axis
of evil was in town, gave his
speech, and left. No terrorist attacks. No explosions. He’s gone
now, you can uncover your eyes.
My personal view (politically,
socially, etc) on Ahmadinejad
does not quite factor in here, nor
should anyone else’s, I think.
That’s an issue for discussion

and debate- much like the discussion that was planned with
Ahmadinejad at Columbia.
But, as would be expected
with the slightest bit of controversy, especially Middle Eastern
controversy, assertions of opinion were made from all sides of
the political spectrum, leading
to mass protest both on and off
campus. The Daily News called
the President’s appearance “obscene”. And a “gross abuse of
freedom” on the part of John
Coatsworth, head of the School
of International and Public affairs, who sponsored the visit.
A gross abuse of freedom?
Does such a thing exist? Should
it? It seems like perhaps freedom is something we should
be able to “abuse” to the full
extent of our desires. Is there
a line to be crossed? Probably.
But I would assume that line
comes far later than having
the President of a foreign “enemy” country come speak at
one of our nation’s colleges.
Of course this man should
come speak to us. He is the

world leader of a country that the
entire world has its eyes on. He
is on our News Channels almost
every day, a constant source
of ridicule. It is damn near the
responsibility of an academic institution like Columbia to bring
such a man in to be questioned.
And New York just might be
the best place to do this. If he
is to be brought to the United
States, only to be told, “we hate
you”, perhaps he could be in the
very heart of “Why?” The only
real abuse of freedom would be
fear, giving in to the idea that
he and his people are scary, that
they are the scum of the earth,
and we can never acknowledge
their presence, at least not in
this country. That is giving into
terrorism. The worst, and “grossest” way in which we can abuse
our many freedoms would be to
ignore them. We have the freedom to bring him here, to, for
better or worse, bridge the painful divide. It is something each
of us, in all aspects of our daily
trails and tribulations, should be
pushed to do much more often.
Olivier Douliery/Abaca Press/MCT

I Shot the Sheriff, but I Didn’t Shoot the Referee
by Bradley Williams ‘09

O

ver the past few years
professional sports in
America have been going through some tough times.
From Michael Vick running an illegal
operation out of his own home, all the way
to the NBA referee Tim Donaghy fixing
games in order to stay out of trouble with
the mob, sports haven’t been doing well.
Also, the number of rules, regulations,
fines, and suspensions just seem to keep
rising across the board along with arrests.
So, what’s going on? Why are
these athletes and referees doing all of
this now? Is this a new issue or have
these things been going on for years?
And if so, have the commissioners of
their respective leagues been unaware
of these problems, or have they just
been hiding them from the public?
I honestly think that these things have
been happening for years, but commissioners and other people in power within
different leagues have been turning a blind
eye, and now they have to pay for that.
A sport that has really disappointed
me over the past few years is professional football. I am a huge fan of the
National Football League and to see
them embarrass themselves the way they

have recently has been hard to watch.
Over the past few years Ricky Williams
was caught smoking weed (again);
Pac-Man Jones has been arrested on six
occasions (most of which were inside
strip clubs); Tank Johnson went to jail
for two months, Jamal Lewis (a former
member of the Baltimore Ravens) did

some jail time’ Michael Vick is on his
way to jail; nine Bengals players have
been arrested; and the most sad and
tragic of all the stories is Broncos’s
player Darrent Williams being killed in a
drive-by shooting January 1 of this year.
Things have really gotten out of
control in the NFL, and I believe this

cartoon by Jamie Matz ‘08

is because nobody was punishing them.
A lot of the players that have been getting into trouble recently have been in
trouble before, but weren’t punished.
Which leaves me with the question: if
these players, among others, have been in
trouble with the law before, why weren’t
they ever punished? Also, why do professional athletes continue to do things that
will just end up getting them in trouble?
I believe that the reason athletes
continue to act out and get into trouble with the law is because they are
placed on such high pedestals by professional sports teams and the public.
Athletes feel as though they can do
anything they want and get away with it.
But, I can’t really say that this isn’t
true. It seems to me that if athletes do
something illegal, they can get off with a
minimal sentence. Then, even after being
sentenced to jail time, they can come back
and play in their respective leagues. This
makes absolutely no sense to me and, honestly, the commissioners need to man up.
If a player has done jail time and/or
has been arrested on more than one occasion, he shouldn’t be allowed back into
the league--bottom line. If athletes think
they can continue to do illegal activities,
possibly get arrested for them, and still
come back to play, then they won’t stop.
So, Mr.Comissioner, it’s time to step up.
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What do you think about sustainability?
A written survey and informal hallway poll gauge Green readiness in the Upper School
by Becca Althauser ‘09

A

fter stuffing peoples’ mailboxes with a short, three-question
survey I learned many things
about the Upper School community. Most
students were willing to lower the temperature in the school, and were also satisfied
with Park’s attempts at going green.
What was more enlightening, but very
disturbing at the same time, was the additional response shown in the actions of
students and the ancillary comments provided. How could it be that after reading

a half sheet questionnaire about what we
can do to increase our ecological awareness, so many students, apathetically did
not respond? Many walked resolutely
by me straight to the recycling bin.
While many students embrace the
notion of the earth’s sustainability as
an issue of primacy and urgency, others
blithely shrug their personal stake. Others still, as noted by a scribbled missive
on the bottom of the survey said: I do not
want to take the steps to help promote
the greening of the school and society.
This is fine. If people truly do not believe

that global warming exists, then so be it.
If, however, they understand the
urgency of our current situation, and
respond to the survey by stating, “I
am not a liberal,” then they are mistaken. While politics might dictate the
path of action, all of us--liberals, conservatives, activists--share this space.
If we cannot overcome the notion
that this is a political issue, then we are
headed down a dangerous path. And
if, in fact, you were joking on this survey, then it only shows your ignorance
concerning the gravity of the situation.

What do you think about Park “going green”?

Some of our favorite responses to
the question: “Do you make any attempts at being ‘green’? If so, what”?

--“No, I’m not a liberal.”
--“I photosynthesize.”
--“owning n00bz.”
--“I paint myself green.”
--“Whatever.”
--“I eat grass for breakfast.”
--“Being a vegetarian.”

Three-question written survey
Would you be willing to lower the
temperature of the school in the winter by
a few degrees in order to save energy?
No
10%

photo by A. Patel ’08

photo by A. Patel ’08

“I think we need to do more stuff. I’m sure we could
recycle more, use less energy. I always recycle at
both of my houses and at school.” - Max ‘10

“It’s good. I thought the temperature being
lowered was good. Maybe there could be more
solar power/energy recycling.” - Sophie ‘11

Yes
90%

Do you make any attemps at being
“green”? If so, what?

No
17%

photo by A. Patel ’08

photo by A. Patel ’08

Yes
83%

I think it’s a good idea, but a bad attempt at a
good idea. I think the energy conversation was
good, but it’s not enough. - Rodney ‘11

“We are a bunch of damn treehugging hippies.” - Shenfeld ‘08

Are you satisfied with Park’s involvement
in going “green”?
Sort of
9%

No
25%
photo by T. DeMarco ’08

photo by B. Levin ’08

“It’s the right thing to do. Although I think we’re
not doing enough but we’re heading in the right
direction.” -Gabby ‘08

“Park tries too much to be green. Little Park
School can’t do anything about this worldwide
issue.” - Andrew ‘09

Yes
66%

126 responses
37% response rate
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‘...We are obliged by the school’s philosophy to deal with enviro
From the editors: Taking our our cue from Mr. McGill’s kick-off speech at the first assembly
this year, we have focused this issue on sustainability activities, initiatives, the campus environment, and the history of Park’s ecology clubs.

Independent schools conference inspires
Mcgill to push for new sustainable agenda
by Matt Young ‘10
Sustainability – it’s one of
the most pressing issues in the
media today. After stirring
up interest as a solution to the
problems posed in Al Gore’s An
Inconvenient Truth, the initiatives to stem our dependence on
greenhouse gases has become
an overwhelming global concern, one that Upper School
principal Mike McGill had the
chance to examine this past July.
The National Association of
Independent Schools’ third annual Institute for Leadership in
Sustainability (ILS) was held
July 8-12 at the Lawrenceville
School in New Jersey. The
week-long conference, which
hosted delegates from over 30
schools, was broken into two
parts, one featuring an array of
outside speakers, and the other
offering participants the opportunity to discuss the ways in which
their schools have taken steps
towards reducing their emissions and energy consumption.
Essential role of schools
According to McGill, the first
section of the conference focused
on, “the nature and magnitude of
the problem, the essential role
that schools must play in the solution, and what institutions are
doing to respond to the crisis.”
There were also speeches from

sustainability directors from
major universities such as Yale
and Rutgers. The conference
included a talk from the Willow
School, a K-8 school that in addition to its LEED (Leadership
in Energy and Environmental
Design) certification and mission
for sustainability, teaches its students what they can do to save
and protect the environment.
Green Cup competition
During the second half of the
ILS, independent schools from
all over the country showcased
their plans and initiatives for
reducing energy consumption.
2006’s Green Cup, a competition
between New England boarding
schools to lower consumption,
prevented 393,870 pounds of
CO2 from being released into
the atmosphere over a onemonth period. And although
last year’s final results have
not been released, the rise in
competition from three participating schools to a staggering 15
suggests that the amount could
have quintupled in a single year.
While these examples show
that Park is far from being a
leader in institutional sustainability, Mr. McGill sees them
as inspiration for students and
faculty to begin making strides
to close, “the gap between
our ideals and our practice.”
“I was motivated [to go] in
part because I had a sense that

Park was slipping behind,” said
McGill. This was made clear by
the fact that some schools have
already appointed sustainability
coordinators and created sustainability sections on their school
websites. Although it may be too
late to devote ourselves as entirely as the Willow School has,
there are many initiatives Park
can take to make itself as environmentally sound as possible,
including purchasing more solar
panels or looking into alternative
energy sources such as wind or
geo-thermal power. In addition,
Mr. McGill has pointed out that
the school’s electricity contract
is being renegotiated this year,
giving students and faculty the
chance to help make a change.
Time to be Green
In the meantime, not all Park
students need to necessarily
overwhelm themselves with the
idea of restructuring the school’s
energy plan. The process of
making our school as “Green”
as possible may take some time,
but the results will be well worth
the efforts. As Jon Acheson
implored the Upper School in
a recent email emphasizing
the ease and necessity of recycling at Park, “the ad hoc nature
of our recycling ‘program’ at
Park may be about to change,
but until that time comes, let
us try to get the plastic and
metal in the right containers.”

photo by T. DeMarco ‘08

Excerpts from Mike McGill’s speech

“...the most startling revelation at the conference did not concern
the statistics surrounding global warming and environmental degradation. Rather, what struck me, as the Principal of the Upper School
at Park—the supposed divisional leader in matters of curriculum and
one of the people on campus charged with the overall direction of the
school—what hit me was the absence of an institutional response—an
educational response—to the crisis described by Gore and so many
others. It was the realization that as a school, we have not aligned our
behavior with our ideals. And it’s critical that we do so, for this is, to my
way of thinking, fundamentally an educational issue.”
“And the thing is, we’re not just any school—and don’t aspire to be.
We proudly call ourselves a progressive school and have an idealistic
mission and philosophy that I believe demand no less than total engagement with this problem.”
“Park’s efforts going forward must focus both on the classroom—
that is, curriculum and pedagogy, or what we’re teaching and how
we’re teaching it—AND in the example we set in our daily life at
school.”
“We can’t teach about environmental degradation in our classrooms, and then fail at even the most minimal attempts to model good
green behavior. We must embrace sustainability in the daily operation
of the school, so that we don’t continue to perpetuate or even increase
the gap between the ideals we teach (the talk) and the institutional
reality we live (the walk). Hypocrisy is antithetical to a progressive
education.”

Science teachers take the lead in
recycling cans and plastic bottles
by Ariella Brandt ‘11 and Rebecca Ringler ‘11
Environmentally concerned students and faculty have
set “going Green” as Park’s primary goal for this year.
According to Upper School science teachers, Jeff Jennings and Dorrie Bright, the first step to becoming a
green school is to address the issue surrounding recycling.
“The few recycling bins we have scattered across
the hallways and in several math and science classrooms are simply not enough,” said Bright. “We need
to come up with a more concrete system of recycling.”
Bright and Jennings have handled the Upper School’s
can and bottle recycling for the past two years, delivering the contents of the bins to recycling plants at the
end of each week. “A huge problem with recycling is
cost,” explained Upper School Principal Mike McGill.
“Starting a recycling program from scratch would be
extremely expensive, so while going Green will help
the environment, it is damaging to the school’s budget.”

For a recycling plan to be effective, students and faculty
need to start taking charge. “Maintenance alone shouldn’t
be responsible for collecting the plastic recycling,” said
Jennings. “One possibility would be to create a system
much like annex duty, where each week a different advisory would be responsible for compiling recyclables.”
Ideally, a pickup service would come to Park to collect cans
and bottles for delivery to the recycling plant, but this creates
problems of cost and practicality. “It’s very expensive to have
a service come pick up the recycling,” said Bright. “Also, the
service would only be able to collect recyclables once a week,
so we’d need a place to store them in between pick-ups.”
Another idea the science teacher duo has considered
is to collaborate with another school in the area and
combine recyclables, reducing the cost of collection.
“The most important thing isn’t to recycle what we
use, but to reduce our overall waste,” explained Jennings. Rising to the occasion, the Class of 2008 has
ordered reusable water bottles to help cut down on plastic bottle waste. “Hydration is the key,” said Jennings.

Science teachers Jeff Jennings and Dorrie Bright ha
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onmental degradation ...through our teaching and our practice’
--Upper School Principal Mike McGill, from his first speech of the school year, September 6. 2007

photos by A. Patel ‘08

Seniors plan to leave a environmentally-responsible legacy
by reducing the number of water bottles sold on campus and
giving out reusable containers. One problem: Upper School
water fountains aren’t strong enough for filling bottles.

Class of ‘08 proposes handing out free Nalgenes
by Jesse Orr ‘11
Every day dozens of water
bottles are carelessly tossed into
recycling bins. What most people don’t know is that these water
bottles may be convenient, but
are a strain on our delicate planet.
At least, that’s what they say
in the senior class when they
think of what they should leave
as their legacy to the school.
The legacy is the heart of the
matter, and that’s what motivated
Mica Fidler ‘08 to start thinking
about it. According to Fidler,
giving students their own Nalgene bottles would remind them
“every single day” of Park’s

commitment to going green.
Fidler believes that this would be
better than a one time event, such
as an assembly, because often
people make a commitment and
only stick to it for a few days.
The ideas for the project
started forming Fidler’s mind at
the beginning of the school year.
After listening to Upper School
Principal Mike McGill’s opening assembly on sustainability,
watching parts of An Inconvenient Truth, doing some reading
of her own, and talking to her
father about it, Fidler said it just
“came together” and motivated
her to start this new project.
Park’s new focus on sustain-

ave made recycling happen in the Upper School.

ability make it a prime time to
start this kind of project. While
the senior class and she have a
few other ideas for going green,
such as making the Athletic Center more energy efficient, this
plan seems to have latched on.
The current question is: what
do they actually plan to do?
The main goal is to reduce the
number of water bottles used in
school by removing them from
the School Store and vending
machines, and creating fundraisers to provide all students and
faculty with inexpensive, reusable Nalgene bottles to substitute
for throw-away water bottles.
Additionally, the school

would have to improve water
fountains to make this possible,
as many of the current ones
are too weak to make filling a
Nalgene practical. While water
bottles would not be banned
from the school, the plan would
be to reduce their consumption.
Water bottles are claimed
to be a strain on the environment, and there are several
downsides to their use. Nearly
everything in the process creates pollution. Transporting
the water and manufacturing
the plastic bottles takes at least
1.5 million barrels to manufacture the plastic and enough gas
to put over 37,000 18-wheel

trucks on the roads every week.
Not only are there environmental costs, but monetary
costs are high as well. Bottled water costs 1,000 times
as much as tap water, on average, and in some cases,
can cost more than gasoline.
Producers of bottled water
also fail to mention that, on
average, their water is neither
healthier nor tastier. In blind
taste tests, bottled water fares the
same as tap water, leading consumers to believe that students
would not notice drinking from
the water fountains rather than
from their precious Aquafina.

Sustainability defined
Sustainability is the word on the tip of everyone’s tongue, but
what does it mean?
by Nick Sangiamo ‘10

photo by A. Patel ‘08

“We must embrace sustainability in the daily operation of
the school,” said Upper School
Principal Mike McGill in his
opening assembly. When the
word “sustainability” comes to
mind, we tend to think of something along the lines of ‘good for
the environment,’ but not many
people in the Park community actually know what the word means.
The Oxford dictionary defines
sustainability as, “[of industry,
development, or agriculture]

avoiding depletion of natural resources.” This is similar to the
Webster dictionary’s definition:
“of, relating to, or being a method
of harvesting or using a resource
so that resource is not depleted or
completely damaged.” Both of
these definitions can be summed
up to mean conserving resources.
History teacher Daniel Jacoby
who runs the Park School Climate
Control Group – a group of students
who want to help the environment
– defined sustainability as, “living within your means…what we
consume now shouldn’t lessen our

ability to consume in the future.”
The Environment Protection
Agency (EPA), a government
organization whose mission is
to protect human health and the
environment, also comments on
sustainability that “environmental
protection does not preclude economic development.” It goes on to
say, “Economic development must
be viable now and in the long run.”
In other words, protecting the
environment should not hinder
economic development, but all economic development should be good
for the environment in the long run.
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Sustainability affects school’s finances
by Jeremy Winer ‘09
Can Park School afford to go
green? While many students and
faculty are really into turning
the school into a more environmentally friendly place, down
in the Business Office money
seems to be a main concern.
Park spends well over
$500,000 on electric and natural fuel every year. With that
in mind, greener ideas like solar panels only save a couple
of thousand dollars a year,
so are they actually worth it?
“[The solar panels] don’t
pay for themselves, but you’ve
got to start somewhere,” said
Joan Webber, Director of Finance and Operations. “It’s the
way of the future,” she added.
Since the solar panels were
donated, and did not cost
Park anything, adding more
is a questionable expense.

Committee plans
According to Webber, there
is no set financial plan at the
moment for making the school
more green. The Committee

on Sustainability, which includes Webber, met for the first
time October 17. Therefore, she
has no estimate for upcoming
plans that the Committee may
propose. Webber continued by
saying that Park is a non-profit
organization, and whatever the
school decides to do “needs
to be able to pay for itself.”

for the photocopying machines.
The school could expect to
pay more factoring in paper
used by computer printers.
Webber assures that in the
future, Park will buy recycled
paper once it becomes more popular and competitive in pricing.

Paper costs

From October to March, the
school turns on the heat to 70 degrees Fahrenheit. Lowering the
temperature to 68 degrees would
not only help reduce carbon
emissions, but also save money.
Over the course of a year,
which would also include turning up the air conditioning
two degrees during summer
months, the school would
save an estimated $22,000.
Saving the environment and
saving money seem to go hand
in hand, but, as Webber puts it,
there will need to be an initial investment to save the ecosystem.
With a new cafeteria in the
minds of the Board of Trustees, will Park actually be
able to afford to go Green?

Park uses a tremendous
amount of paper each day. The
12 large copiers around the
school--not including any of the
many computer printers--produce
2.4 million copies each year.
But, the school does not buy
recycled paper. When asked
about this, Webber responded,
“Is it worth the extra cost?”
She explained that one has to
look at the situation globally,
and whether it is in the school’s
best interest to make the switch.
Recycled paper is more
expensive than normal paper and the money adds up.
To put paper costs in perspective using standard, rather than
bulk, pricing from Staples Office

Changing the Thermostat

photo by T. Demarco ‘08

Supply for 2.4 million copies (equal to 480 cases), paper
that is 30% recycled costs 17%
more per case of 5000 sheets
than the multi-use paper that
the school currently purchases.
Paper that is 100% re-

cycled costs 37% more per
case than the current product.
The bottom line for standard
pricing would be an additional
$2880 per year for 30% recycled
paper, or an additional $6240
per year for 100% recycled just

Climate Change Committee takes first steps
Two degree petition shows promise for future
by Michael Gold ‘10

T
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Climate Change group student leader D. Bailey ‘09 presents
the two-degree petition to Director of Finance and Operations,
Joan Webber.

photo by T. Demarco

Leaders of CCCP with faculty advisers Jon Acheson and
Daniel Jacoby.

he Climate Change
Committee at Park
(CCCP), a group of
Upper School students concerned with global warming,
meets during Monday M-Blocks
to find new ways of lowering
Park’s carbon emissions, as
carbon emission is the biggest
cause of climate change. The
group focuses on learning about
climate change by listening
to speakers, reading articles,
and conducting discussions.
The CCCP conducted
a study last year and figured
out that during the 2005-2006
school year, Park emitted about
2097 metric tons of carbon-the equivalent of the average
annual pollution of 400 cars.
Group adviser and history
teacher, Daniel Jacoby says that
this number is nothing to be
proud of, and can definitely be
lowered. “It’s high relative to
what it should be, and it’s not
expensive to lower it,” he said.
The results for 20062007 survey will be released
by the end of November.
Jacoby notes that, “No other
private sector school in Baltimore
has reported a carbon inventory.
We’re the first one to make our
results public. Maybe in a few

years, Baltimore private schools
will list their carbon emissions
and we could compete with
one another on those terms.”
Some of the projects the
CCCP has worked on are painting the roof of the Blaustein
Lecture hall white to lower the
need for air conditioning, and
petitioning Joan Webber, Director of Finance and Operations,
to decrease the temperature
of the school by two degrees
in winter, which, if adopted
by all three divisions of Park,
would save $4,800 per month,
and also lower carbon output.
Absorbing carbon dioxide
output by adding vegetation is
an important part of Committee
work, and the members have
several tree planting projects
in progress. Today, between
3 and 5 p.m., the group, and
anyone interested in helping,
will plant trees along the edge
of the meadow below Kelly
Field, and also between the kindergarten circle and the bridge
to the meadow. Additional
trees will go in next spring.
All trees for these projects are
being donated by the Jones
Falls Watershed Association.
To raise money for wet meadow seedlings, the Committee sold
ChicoBags--reusable shopping
bags—in morning carpool line

photo by A. Patel

October 29 to November 2. Having met its goal, the group will
have sufficient funds to purchase
seedings for a spring planting
in the area between the kindergarten building and the bridge.
In addition, the CCCP hopes
to help the school plant flowering bushes and shrubs all the
way around the pond to attract butterflies and song birds.
In January, the Committee
will sponsor two Immersion
Week activities. One is constructing a model green house; the
other is learning about climate
change through movies, documentaries, articles and speakers.
“There are many things that
can be done to make Park a
more sustainable school,” said
group member Forrest Carroll
‘10, “and hopefully we will
be able to initiate the change.”

Sustainability
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Pond bubblers keep fish alive
Aerators to provide oxygen for wildlife in pond
by Matthew Atwood ‘11
Since the beginning of the
school year there have been majestic bubbles coming to the top
of the pond that many students
don’t understand. “What is under
the pond?” asked Jamie DeMarco ’11. “I think that there might
be some kind of monster under
there.” Nick Amsel ’11 said “I
think that they are machines that
clean the pond.” The best answer
to this question is that there are
machines under the pond, but
they aren’t to make it cleaner.
The machines are aerators
that pump air into the pond. The
aerators go through a diffuser
which makes the bubbles appear at the surface. The purpose
of these aerators is to enhance
the oxygen level of the pond.
This happens when bubbles
go through the water and the
dissolves O 2 into the water.
The aerators stop possible
dangers that could happen to the
pond. One thing that the aerators (bubblers) will do is stop
eutrophication. Eutrophication
is when there is an increase in
chemical nutrients in an ecosystem. The term is used to
mean the resultant increase
in the ecosystem’s primary
productivity; in other words excessive plant growth and decay.
Even further impacts include
lack of oxygen and severe reductions in water quality and in fish

photo by D. Rosenthal ’08

Over the summer Park had aerators installed in the pond to pump air through the pond to prevent the death of fish due to
lack of oxygen

and other animal populations.
This happens from algae growth.
The algae dies and the dead plant
matter goes to the bottom of the
pond. Bacteria is formed and it
uses up oxygen in the water that
would otherwise be ‘breathed’
by fish. With low oxygen in

the pond, fish will die. This is
similar to the ‘dead zones’ in the
bay where all the fish in an area
die due to lack of oxygen. The
good news about all this is that
the bubblers will prevent this.
“The aerators are only the
beginning of an effort to remake

the pond into a much more beautifull resource to the school” said
science teacher Jeff Jennings.
The school is currently writing
a grant to the Chesapeake Bay
Trust to do a major planting for
the pond. The plants will be in
and out of water, and all native

to Maryland. Some of the plants
will be wild flowers, which will
decrease the geese population
as there will be less grass for the
geese to eat. This planting will
make the pond a much nicer
resource to the school, as well
as be a great biology project.

are stream walking with Rob
Piper in Lower School or helping Robin Willard chainsaw
downed trees after a big storm.
The stream is an important

part of the Park ecosystem.
Many fish and invertebrates used
to populate the stream, and it is
the only accessible source of
flowing water on the whole cam-

pus, as well as the only drinking
water for animals like raccoons,
foxes, and deer. The only other
source is the pond, which is inaccessible because of the fence.
The stream is almost completely dry now; there are
stretches of dry riverbed with
only small, narrow strands of
water, and pools of stagnant
water scattered throughout.
Right now, Maryland is in the
middle of one of the most severe droughts it has seen in
almost 20 years. The source of
the stream is a spring located
on the Beth T’filoh campus, but
now its water is not reaching
the stream; it’s being diverted
into the quarry lake. The quarry
used to be a large pit mine, but
recent development has transformed it into a scenic lake.
The quarry lake has had a
large environmental impact on
the surrounding area. In order
to fill it, all streams that flow
nearby must be redirected. Be-

cause of its size, it is going take
a while for the lake to fill. Once
filled, its overflow will return to
the stream. This is good news,
but it is not great news. According to Piper, “There has
been a steady decline in the
water level in the stream in the
last 10 years I’ve been here.”
This means there are problems
with the stream that started
before the lake was planned.
The Park School stream is
classified as a storm-stream. As
long as there is rain it will flow
strongly, but without rain the water level will decrease drastically
and could even dry up altogether.
There is not much to do to help
the stream. Going Green will decrease the amount of chemicals
and trash in the stream, but that
was never a significant problem.
Even if the stream completely dries up for a few years, it
could still come back when
the rain does, and animals
and plants will surely follow.

Severe drought, quarry lake dry stream
by Eskender McCoy ‘10

Many Park students have
fond memories that are linked
to the stream, whether they

photo by D. Rosenthal

A patch of the stream is completely dried up due to lack of rain and the constructoin at the
quarry.
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Concern for the environment nothing new to Park
School has spent decades helping environment
by Sara Lever ‘09,
Isabelle Schein ‘11,
and Rachel Shapiro ‘‘10

T

wenty–seven years
ago, before there was
any real curbside recycling system in Baltimore, a
group of Park School students
decided to make a difference
within the community to help
the environment. This group of
students approached Dr. Lou
Rosenblatt, a former Park science teacher, and presented
their idea to create a recycling
committee that would reuse
bottles, aluminum cans, and
paper. “As a teacher, I wasn’t
trying to change the world,”
said Rosenblatt. “I would recycle at home, so when a group
of students came to me and
wanted to make a difference, I
was eager to support them.”
With Rosenblatt’s help, the
committee immediately took
action. They encouraged Park
families to bring in newspapers, soda cans, and plastic
water bottles to school once
a week. Families would drop
off bundles of trash to be recycled in the parking lot above
Tompkins Field. The committee maintained a trailer in the
parking lot where they would
store trash after smashing the
cans and breaking the bottles.
Once the trailer was full, someone from the committee would
drive it up to a recycling center
near Philadelphia. Park was
paid between $12 and $37 for
delivering this trash.
With the money Park received, the committee would
pay for recycling expenses, and
donate the rest to causes which
helped the environment. The

photo by A. Patel
Science teacher Lou Rosenblatt
worked on early recycling efforts.

committee would read newspapers and discuss environmental
issues around the world which
they thought were worth aiding.
One of their most successful projects was protecting a
lake in Czechoslovakia. The
committee had read an article
about people in Czechoslovakia
struggling against the commu-

photo courtesy 1980 Brownie

Ecology club members from 1980 stand in front of the trailer that served as a storage container
for bottles and cans to be recycled.

nist government and decided to
send $100 to prevent construction around a lake there. With

photo courtesy 1990 Brownie
Brad Rogers ‘92(second row,
second from left) started a
battery recycling project with
classmate Alex Roth ‘92.

the money the Park School
sent, officials managed to protect more than half of the lake.
Czechoslovakian officials were
so surprised to get money from
a high school in the United
States that they wrote a letter of
thanks, and even had it translated into English. Rosenblatt
describes the effect of this story: “The kids became their own
agents of change. They saw a
problem and then a solution
that they could achieve.”
The Committee also set up
receptacles in the school for
people to recycle bottles. Park
then had a very active and important recycling committee,
which included both the School
and the wider community.
In the early 1990s, about ten
years after the Czechoslovakian
project, Brad Rogers ’92 and
Alex Roth ’92, took over the
Park Ecology Committee and
identified a cause worth pursuing.
Roth discovered that batteries, especially hearing aid
and small “button” batteries

contained large amounts of
mercury. Unlike other waste
products, these batteries could
not be thrown away because
they would release mercury
into the environment.
Having participated in a
number of local environmental
projects, Roth and Rogers were
able to meet with Ken Strong,
who was then in charge of the
Baltimore City Office of Recycling. The boys told Strong
about their idea of recycling the
mercury batteries. Impressed
by their proposal, Strong hired
them as summer interns. While
there, Roth and Rogers worked
together to set up a program
that would eliminate the
amount mercury released into
the environment.
The internship consisted
of creating waste baskets and
placing them in community
stores, such as pharmacies
medical centers, where the batteries were sold. Customers
who bought the batteries would
then bring them back after they
were used and place them in
these boxes. Once the boxes
were filled, city employees
disposed of them properly, by
taking them to vast landfills
where the mercury would not
negatively affect the environment.
The battery recycling program was very successful
throughout Baltimore City.
The program ended several
years ago because it became
unnecessary. With regulations
on the amount of mercury in
batteries, many button batteries
have been replaced by different
kinds of batteries.
Brad Rogers describes his
involvement in Park’s Ecology
Committee as more than just
a learning experience; it gave
him and many others an opportunity to explore who they were
and what where their passions

lay. “I learned how to study
complex scientific issues, and
how to craft meaningful policy
responses even in the face of
uncertainty,” he said. “I learned
crucial leadership skills, including how to organize events, run
meetings, train students, and
build coalitions. And, perhaps
most importantly, I discovered
the incredible power that caring, dedicated working mentors
(like my teachers at Park) can
have on teenagers as they struggle to figure out who they are
and what they care about.”
By the year 2000, when
history teacher and librarian
John Roemer inherited the
group, he campaigned for the
time-consuming recycling
responsibilities to be re-delegated to the maintenance staff.
“[Recycling] didn’t strike me
as a major contribution,” Roemer said. He believed, and the
members of the group agreed,
that with maintenance gathering recyclables, the students’
efforts could be directed towards larger issues.
The members of the Park
Ecology Committee were
dedicated to helping the environment in a number of
different, but equally important,
ways. David Weintraub ’02 and
Henry Work ’02 were inter-

ested in getting Park certified as
a Green School, but the school
was not able to meet the criteria
long enough for certification.
A few years later, Ben Pula
‘05 obtained dozens of trees
from Baltimore County and
planted them along the stream
between Tompkins and Kelly
Fields. Emmanuelle Noar ‘06
maintained an ecology bulletin
board in the Science hallway
which featured news and pictures about environmental
issues.
Committee member Ben
Hyman ’06 wanted to encourage people to use less energy.
He came up with the idea of
having car insurance that was
based on the number of miles a
person drove. His thinking was
that if people had an incentive
to drive less—such as cheaper
insurance—they would be
more likely to do so. Hyman
introduced the bill to the State
Legislature but was shot down.
He then took the idea to the
Baltimore City Council.
Despite good intentions,
the Park Ecology Committee
died out. Its key members had
graduated and no one was able
to continue the projects they
had started.
Roemer thinks that the
current Climate Change Committee is off to a good start, and
he’s optimistic that they will be
successful. He thinks, however,
that the committee could come
up with some more interesting
ideas, describing the current
projects as “all good…but boring.”
Roemer would like to see
the committee turn the campus
into a more welcoming environment for birds and other
wildlife. He also thinks that
adopting Robert E. Lee Park or
making Sugar Campus into a
nature reserve would be good
projects. Roemer’s theory is
that people need to be involved
in projects that grasp the heart
rather than the mind. “If I were
a kid, I would be much more
interested in creating better
habitats for birds than insulating the roof.”

photo courtesy Brownie 2002

History teacher and librarian John Roemer advised the Ecology Club
from 2000-2006.
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Liz Hirsh offers more proof that the
college process is evil.

Librarians test the security system.

Mrs. Scherr bros out in an ILC pink hat.

Elliot Huntsman takes his shot at
being Entropy

Ms. Hollandsworth’s 5th grade class

Sra. Fink dresses up as Zoro, with the Isabel
Allende novel Zorro in hand.

Sixth grader S. Imhoff does his
best lumberjack impression.
J. Matz ‘08 poses as Jim Dangle from
Reno 911

5th grade teacher Kimberly
Collins dresses as Dorothy,
complete with her own Toto

Science teacher Bob Carter as
“Mr. Refraction.”

Fifth graders L. Levin and J. Seidman are two peas in a pod.

BEAKER!!!!

photos by Ben Levin ‘08
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Reviews
Classic Kiss Me, Kate set to take stage
Fall musical runs November 15 -17 at the Myerhoff Theatre
by Quentin Rosborough ‘08

I

t’s Fall. The temperature
is dropping, (sort of...),
the juniors are stress-free,
and seniors are applying to
college. Among these fall traditions held at the Park School is
the annual Fall Musical. This
year features Kiss Me, Kate, the
award-winning musical written by Cole Porter. Kate has
achieved success both in the

States and overseas, winning the
first Tony award for best musical
in 1948.
The musical is centered on
Fred Graham (Dan Schwait
‘08), an egotistical actor/director attempting to put on a
musical version of William
Shakespeare’s The Taming of
the Shrew. He casts himself as
the lead role, starring opposite
his ex-wife, Lilli Vanessi (Molly
O’Keefe ‘08), which leads to

obvious conflict. Meanwhile,
Graham’s current girlfriend,
Lois Lane (Sam Zerhusen ‘08),
becomes romantically involved
with another cast member, Bill
Calhoun (Jake Savage ‘08).
While all of this is going on,
Graham still attempts to put on
a successful production, and to
make matters worse, he and Vanessi begin to fall for each other
all over again.
“The play is fun to work on

because there are two different
worlds,” says O’Keefe.
The actors in Kate have
benefited from a special dance
instructor, Lester Holmes, who
has choreographed the dance
numbers in the musical. The
colorful costumes featured in
the musical have been designed
by Pam Bennet, who has been
creating costumes for Park productions for the past 11 years.

Kiss Me, Kate features dancing, violence, and of course,
kissing. And, with musical selections featuring familiar faces
such as Schwait and O’Keefe,
and some not so familiar faces
including Matthew Zwaig ‘08
and David Narrow ‘08, Kiss
Me , Kate promises to entertain.
Tickets will be on sale next week
for $8 at the Upper School and
Front desks.

photo by T. DeMarco ‘08

photo by T. DeMarco ‘08
Seniors D. Schwait, M. O’keefe, J, Savage and S. Zerhusen practice a scene from Kiss Me, Kate.

J. Savage and S. Zerhusen play lovers in Kiss Me, Kate. Savage
and Zerhusen star in the show as they are both seasoned
veterans of the theater department. The show is set for
November 15-17.

Halo 3 Meets Expectations
By D’Andre Winder ‘09

H

photo courtesy http://www.world-importing.com

Halo 3 is arguably the most popular video game ever.

alo has become little
less than a nationwide phenomenon.
Halo 3 set records for garnering
the most sales out of any media.
That’s right. Any film, television show, or any other form of
media you can think of, Halo
3 outsold it. Retailers around
the nation opened their doors
at midnight on September 25,
2007, and in a mere 24 hours
the game raked in an astonishing $170 million in sales,
setting the record for the highest
grossing opening day in all of
entertainment. All these facts
really only point to one thing:
a lot of people were waiting to
finish the fight.
Prior to Halo 3, the story
followed two factions: humans
and a genocidal collection of
several alien species called the
Covenant. The Covenant, bent
on the extermination of all mankind, have searched the galaxy

for the location of an artificial
ring-shaped world, which they
call Halo. Through events that
occurred in the first Halo game,
it is discovered that the Halos are
highly destructive superweapons
capable of destroying all life in
the universe. In Halo 3, the story
picks up as the Master Chief, a
genetically augmented supersoldier and the protagonist of the
story, returns to Earth to defend
humanity against the seemingly
unstoppable Covenant force.
With the help of the Arbiter, a
disgraced Covenant soldier, the
humans wage their war against
the Covenant. Finding out the
rest is going to be up to you.
The true shining gem of Halo
3 is the robust online game
play, which has been given
subtle tweaks to provide an all
around better experience. This
time around, the gameplay has
been slightly changed from
that of Halo 2. The action has
been slowed, so newcomers
will be much more comfortable
and not as easily overwhelmed

by more skilled players. The
slightly augmented button layout has made firefights much
more manageable as well. Now,
instead of pressing the X button to reload your weapon, a
press of the right bumper on the
shoulder of the controller will
do the job. Replacing the reload
function that was attached to the
X button is the ability to deploy
equipment. These tools include
a bubble shield which can repel
enemy fire, as well as a power
drain which depletes the energy
shields of all those nearby. As
the equipment is a new twist in
the game play, it takes a bit of
strategy to utilize this new feature effectively.
With the standard inclusion
of new weapons, enemies, and
vehicles, Halo 3 has taken a
winning strategy and improved
it in the areas where it was
slightly lacking, while leaving
what made it great intact. When
it comes down to making truly
great sequels, Halo seems to
have found the perfect formula.
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Umbrellas continues
to entertain viewers
By Kat Whitney ‘08

T

photo courtesy http://www.popmatters.com/

50 Cent’s album, Curtis, and Kanye West’s album, Graduation, hit stores on the same day.

Kanye outsells, outshines
Two musicians with clashing styles battled for the hearts,
ears and dollars of listeners across America.
By Brett Kaup ‘08

T

here have been many
rivalries in music history. There was 2pac
vs. Biggie, Nas vs. Jay-Z, and
most recently 50 Cent vs. Kanye
West. This past September 11,
both West’s album Graduation
and 50 Cent’s album Curtis
released with much hype and
expectation. This hype was due
to 50 Cent’s proclamation that,
“I’ll retire if Kanye out sells
me.” Kanye responded to this
egotistical remark by destroying 50 in album sales.
The first week totals
were: 957,000 albums
sold for Graduation,
and 691,000 albums sold
for Curtis.
These album sales
i n d i cate that
Kanye’s album was far better
than 50’s, and this statement is
completely true.
I have listened to both albums
at least a few times and have
come to the conclusion that
Graduation is much better than

Curtis. After listening to Curtis
I was very disappointed with
50 Cent’s apparent downward
progression as an artist. His first
album, Get Rich or Die Tryin’,
was a fantastic album which included many great songs like
“In da Club,” “Wanksta,”
and “21 Questions.” His
second album, The Massacre, was decent at best.
Curtis, his latest album,
was absolutely awful with
the exception of a few songs.
“Straight to the Bank,”
which is the only half-decent
song with just 50 on it, is
pretty good. The other songs that I like
are only good because of
guests including Akon,
Robin Thicke and
Justin Timberlake.
Those songs
are I’ll Still
Kill, Follow
M y
Lead, and Ayo
Technology. The rest of the
songs are bad, and I skip right
through them.
Graduation is quite different
from Curtis. Almost every song
on the album is very good. With
the exception of “Drunk and Hot

Girls”, every song is very enjoyable to listen to.
Kanye mixes interesting, creative
beats with clever
lyrics to produce
quality music.
My personal
favorite song
on the album
is “Goodlife”
featuring TPain. As an
artist, Kanye
seems to be
progressing
from album to
album. I didn’t
buy his first two
albums and have only liked a
very select few of the songs,
but I really enjoyed Graduation
and even bought the album on
iTunes.
Kanye wins this battle in a
KO, and it looks as if he’ll remain unbeaten unless 50 can get
back to his level of work found
in Get Rich or Die Tryin’. At
this point, Kanye is simply the
better artist.
photos courtesy
http://i63.photobucket.com/ and
http://msnbcmedia1.msn.com/

HBO’s Gamble Pays Off
By Ben Levin ‘08
This summer, HBO took a
chance. Looking to fill the void
left by The Sopranos, HBO
hoped to find a quality, entertaining show worthy of following
the hottest show on television,
Entourage. They decided to look
where no man has ever looked
before: New Zealand.
Flight of the Conchords takes
a real band, The Flight of the
Conchords, and puts them in a
fictional show. The band is essentially New Zealand’s version
of Tenacious D, and the show

documents their trials and tribulations as they try to make their
way in New York City.
The Conchords are two men
in their middle twenties, Brett
(pronounced “Britt” when said
with a New Zealand accent), and
Jemaine (no, that is not a typo;
there is no “r” in his name).
The two men look like your
stereotypical alternative rockers:
unkempt hair, clothes from the
early 90’s-late 80’s, and grungy
facial hair (Brett sports constant
stubble while Jemaine features
huge muttonchops). The band
is managed by Murray Hewitt.

his is the best film I have
ever seen. It portrays a
poignant view on first
love set in the rainiest city in
France: Cherbourg. After the gorgeous opening credits sweep you
into the story you meet Genevieve
(Catherine Deneuve), who works
in her widowed mothers umbrella
shop. A blonde and beautiful 16year-old, Genevieve has fallen in
love with the handsome, darkhaired 20-year-old auto mechanic
Guy Foucher (Nino Castelnuovo).
Despite rejections from Genevieve’s mother, who thinks she is
much too young, the two continue
to secretly see each other. This
film is an expression of pure emotion with a haunting, jazzy, and
unforgettable score escorting you
through the story. All dialogue is
sung by the cast and this only adds
to the enchantment. Candy-coated
colors and vibrant textures make
this film appealing for the eye as

well as the ear, and writer-director
Jacques Demy selected the perfect
mix to draw you in and leave you
breathless with the utter beauty of
the story.
The honest, bittersweet relationship between Genevieve and Guy
is unlike the types of romances
found in movies today. It is not
corny and it is not cheesy. Instead
the film manages to portray love
in a way that seems pure and innocent; and yet at the same time
never stepping over the line between real and absurd. When Guy
is drafted into the army and sent
to Algeria, the pain that is seen
between him and Genevieve is
anything but Disney. Their parting song will get stuck in your
head and you will wonder how
a movie made you care so much
about the lives of the characters
on screen.
The Umbrellas Of Cherbourg
has been enchanting people for
over 40 years and it will enchant
you too if you give it a chance.

Hewitt manages them during
his lunch breaks at his job in
the New Zealand Consulate’s
Office.
The show is absolutely hysterical. The band’s New Zealand
heritage is the main ingredient
for humor. Not only do they behave in a certain Amelia Bedelia
kind of way, but their mannerisms and accents, which often
cause the mispronunciation of
common English words, are very
entertaining.
As the show is based around
a band trying to make it in the
States, their music is featured.

photo courtesy http://images.greencine.com/

The Umbrellas of Cherbourg first hit theaters in 1964.

Since they are a folk-rock band,
their music is mostly comedic
and full of commentary and
much of it pertains to the circumstances of each particular
episode. For example, in the first
episode Brett sees a beautiful
girl, and immediately the scene
is transformed into him singing
to her. His song features such
romantic lyrics as, “You’re so
beautiful / you could be a part
time model / but you’d still probably have to keep your normal
job.”
The story lines of the episodes
are clever as well. In my favor-

ite episode, Brett and Jemaine
get mugged by two guys on
the street, and a common bond
following the mugging causes
the two pairs of guys to become
good friends. In another clever
episode, a street vendor refuses
to sell Brett and Jemaine fruit
because he thinks they are Australian. Once they tell him they
are from New Zealand he completely stops being stereotypical
and racist, and befriends them.
Let us pray that this summer
was just a teaser for the future,
and there is more Flight of the
Conchords left to be seen.
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The tales of a brilliant storyteller
By Kat Whitney ‘08

F

or every student who
has gone through the
Lower School at Park,
Laura Amy Schlitz was their
beloved librarian. Now Laura
has stepped into the limelight
by writing her own books for
children. Last year, her titles
A Drowned Maiden’s hair: A
Melodrama and The Hero Schliemann: The Dreamer Who Dug
For Troy were released and the
praise came pouring in. Laura’s
books capture the attention of
young readers with stories that
are original and satisfying.
This year, Laura released two
more titles for our enjoyment.
Good Masters! Sweet Ladies! :
Voices from a Medieval Village
and The Bearskinner : A Tale of
the Brothers Grimm. These two
books are masterpieces in their
own right: delicious writing with
illustrations to match.
The Bearskinner, is a tale
originally told by the Brothers Grimm, but masterfully
re-worked with Laura’s enchanting writing. The story follows a
dejected soldier who makes a
bargain with the Devil in return
for property and gold. The soldier has lost everything to war:
his home, family, his youth and
his innocence.
The story is a haunting view
of the struggle that can take
place between two different
sides of ourselves, and the illustrations by Max Grafe give
this book an other-worldly feel
to accompany the tale. In the end
though, there is hope for the lost
soldier. This fairytale success-

photo by A. Patel ‘08
Celebrating Librarian Laura Schlitz’s two newly published books, the library hosted an event October 18 that included
performances of two monologues from Good Masters! Sweet Ladies!, classic Laura storytelling of The Bearskinner, and a book
signing. M. Wulf, below left portrayed Barbary, the mud slinger, and S. Eisner was Isobel, the lord’s daughter, below right.

fully gives the Grimm Brother’s
story a more modern flavor and
can be enjoyed by everyone.
Laura’s other book is a journey into the Park Lower School
medieval curriculum. For every
student who has gone through
the Lower School, fifth grade
monologues are remembered
for their creativity and insightful
views on medieval life. Favorite characters include: Nelly,

the sniggler; Giles, the beggar;
Mariot and Maud, the glassblower’s daughters; Alice, the
shepherdess; and Simon the
knight’s son.
Laura created and wrote the
monologues for Park students to
allow every child an equal part in
her interconnecting story. They
give an unequaled, first-person
view of medieval life and they’re
fun! I remember performing my

monologue in front of all the
parents and thinking how cool
it was that I had all these lines
to myself.
If you happened to come to
Park after the fifth grade, you
may have missed out on the
chance to perform, but it’s good
for you that even though these
monologues were written for
children, they are still an entertaining read for people of any

age. You can pick up a copy in
our very own library.
For me, I am envious of the
children who get to enjoy Laura’s books when they’re young.
These stories are exactly what I
would have loved to read when I
was in Lower School. I can only
hope that every child who reads
one of Laura’s books loves them
as much as I did when I read
them as an Upper Schooler.

photos by A. Patel ‘08
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Postscript’s Sports Extra
Coming Soon!
Soccer--Boys & Girls
Cross County--Boys & Girls
Field Hockey
Tennis

